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Using Groups and Phase Change Lines  
in the Acadience Data Management System 

This document provides a rationale and directions for using groups and phase change lines in 
the Acadience Data Management System.  

Using Groups in Acadience Data Management System 

Why Create Groups 
1. Establishing groups allows data to be more efficiently accessed and reviewed for a 

particular subset of students. Keep in mind that students can be rostered to a classroom 
and also multiple other groups if needed.  
• All reports in the Class and Student Reports section offer the group report option.  
• While classroom reports allow the identified teacher to access reports for all students 

in their classroom easily, group reports offer that same level of ease to those who 
need reports for a group of students rostered across different classrooms or grade 
levels. Selecting students to a group allows for all reports in the Student and 
Classroom Reports section to be run for just that group, similar to how they are 
accessed for the classroom.  

2. The Group Progress Monitoring Report provides an efficient way to compare the 
progress and consider instructional changes for students assigned to a group.  
• The Group Progress Monitoring Report shows data for all students in the group 

graphed on the same graph.  

 
Figure 1 Group Progress Monitoring Report 
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How to Create Groups 
Users with District or School Level Administrative access can create groups in the Acadience 
Data Management System under the Administrative tab.  

• Create the group by selecting Add under Groups in the Administrative menu tab.  
• Then populate the group or groups using Assign Students to Instructional Groups in 

the Administrative menu tab.  

For detailed directions on setting up groups, view the video Add Groups and Assign Students to 
Groups in the Acadience Data Management System under the Training Videos tab.   

Managing Groups 
Determine who will be responsible for creating and maintaining groups in the Acadience Data 
Management System. For example, this could be a standing agenda item for the team that 
manages interventions within the school.  

To edit groups in the Acadience Data Management System, go the Assign Students to 
Instructional Groups under the Administrative tab.  

 
1. To remove a student from an assigned group, select remove in the Currently Assigned 

Groups column.  
2. To add students to a group, select the group from the pull-down menu in the Add to 

Group column. Students may be added to more than one group.  

http://media.acadiencelearning.net/add_groups/
http://media.acadiencelearning.net/add_groups/
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Using Phase Change Lines 

What are Phase Change Lines, and why use them?  
• Acadience Data Management also allows instructional support change lines or 

intervention phase change lines and notes to be added and viewed on student progress 
monitoring graphs.  

• A phase change line is a vertical line transposed on a graph to indicate when the data 
are collected during different conditions or phases.  

• A common phase change line that is typically used is one to indicate intervention 
implementation. The notes function can capture the critical intervention details like who 
is delivering the intervention, how frequently the intervention is happening, and what 
materials or program is being used.  

• Other phase change lines might include any modification or adaptions in the 
intervention, including ways support was maintained, increased, or systematically faded.  

• Phase change lines support the accurate interpretation of the data by providing more 
context for problem solving. Phase Change Lines and Notes communicate supports 
used, changes made across time, and relationship to student performance.   

Adding Phase Change Lines and Notes 
Adding Phase Change Lines and Notes in Acadience Data Management System can be 
accomplished in the Data Entry tab menu under Enter Progress Monitoring Scores.  

 
Figure 2 Progress monitoring data entry with Phase Change Lines and Notes 

1. On the data entry page, click the two small squares icon to add or edit Phase Change 
Lines and Notes.  

2. Select include instructional support change line to add a Phase Change Line to the 
student’s progress monitoring graph.  

3. Type notes in the Instructional support note box to have notes appear as a footnote on 
the student’s progress monitoring graph.  
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Progress Monitoring Report with Phase Change Lines and Notes 

 
1. Phase Change Line representing an instructional change.  
2. Section capturing notes that share details of the instructional changes.  

URLs Used in Document  
Add Groups and Assign Students to Groups 
(http://media.acadiencelearning.net/add_groups/) 
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